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ABSTRACT 

The problem of Phase unwrapping (PU) is solved by many Phase unwrapping algorithms. Thus far, many PU 

methods with high accuracy have been achieved. However, the memory utilization and CPU limitations are ignored during 

designing such PU algorithms. To effectively solve this problem, a fast PU method is proposed in this method. The 

proposed algorithm consists of two steps firstly the phase is unwrapped by using the cache efficient G-PUMA algorithm 

and later on, the unwrapped phase is further denoised by Second order polynomial approximation.  The proposed algorithm 

smartly selects the window according to the smoothness and shows greater attenuation to noise. G-PUMA-SPA algorithm 

not only unwraps phase faster but also robust to noise. Experiments show that the proposed method can achieve better 

results than the method PUMA-SPA, Congruence Operation and Least Squares Fitting (CO-LSF) proposed recently. 

 

Keywords: G-PUMA, fast phase unwrapping method, local polynomial approximation (LPA), 2-D phase unwrapping. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Estimation of an absolute (true, ϕ) phase from the 

measured phase (wrapped, principle, ψ) is a key problem 
for many imaging techniques. For instance, in remote 

sensing applications [1] like Synthetic aperture radar 

(SAR) or Sonar (SAS), phase difference between the 

terrain and the radar is captured by two or more antennas. 

The measured phase by SAR or SAS are wrapped in the 

interval of [-π, π].  
Similarly for MRI (Magnetic Resonance 

imaging), PU technique is used to determine magnetic 

field deviation maps, chemical shift based thermometry, 

and to implement BOLD contrast based venography. PU 

also acts as a necessary tool for the three-point Dixon 

water and fat separation. In optical interferometry, phase 

measurements are used to detect objects shape, 

deformation, and vibration. 

In all these applications, there are two problems 

associated with the wrapped phases. Observation 

mechanism in these applications is a 2π-periodic function 

of the true phase or absolute phase. The mapping of this 

function in the interval [−π; π] yields the so-called 

wrapped phases, or interferogram. Even if the true phase is 

outside the interval [-π; π] the associated observed value is 
wrapped into it.  It is thus highly impossible to 

unambiguously reconstruct the absolute phase. Similarly 

the phase images acquired are interrupted by noise. The 

former issue can be resolved by using the Phase 

unwrapping technique, where we can obtain the absolute 

phases from the measured one (ψ).The later one by 

properly designing the filters which can eliminate noise 

only rather than sensitive data.  

During the last three decades, redundant of 

algorithms were proposed on the above two issues. We 

can summarize them into two types: 1) two step method 

including denoising and unwrapping, and 2) unwrapping 

along with denoising. 

According to the first method, the phase is firstly 

filtered and later on it is unwrapped by the PU algorithms. 

The key advantage of this method is the denoising step. If 

the high quality of wrapped phase map can be achieved, 

then the phase unwrapping can be accomplished by a 

simple unwrapping algorithm [2]. So the main problem 

turns to the denoising of the wrapped phase images. It has 

been tackled by lots of researchers and many wrapped 

phase denoising methods were proposed. Some methods 

propose the window filtering techniques [3, 4, 5] to 

denoised the phase. Some other uses the local filter 

techniques [6]-[8] to denoise the phase. This algorithm [5] 

combines a particle filter, a matrix-pencil (MP) local slope 

estimator, and an optimized region-growing technique is 

proposed to do the unwrapping and denoising 

simultaneously. But PEARLS [9] is a wrapped phase 

denoising method which smartly selects the fitting window 

size adaptively according to the smoothness of the profile. 

A set of the unwrapping methods were proposed during 

the past ten years [10], [11-14] to do unwrapping along 

with denoising. A large amount of them do the denoising 

and unwrapping simultaneously, and there are also 

algorithms doing the unwrapping firstly and post 

processed by a denoising method (e.g., [13]). A fourth-

order polynomial approximation is proposed to do 

denoising in [13], but it is more sensitive to phase 

discontinuities because of the fixed window size. 

Similarly, in this method [15] second order local 

polynomial approximation is proposed to suppress the 

noise of unwrapped phase. PUMA [10] is a generic form 
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for the optimization based phase unwrapping method to let 

the user to select the potential function. 

All the above stated algorithms are focused on the 

problems of Phase unwrapping and denoising the wrapped 

phase. However, the limitation of computation time and 

computer's memory requirement are ignored in the design 

of most of these methods. So, there is a need of designing 

the PU algorithm in a smarter way, so that it unwraps the 

phase faster, as well as it should eliminate the errors of 

wide range. This challenging task of designing PU is an 

interest area of research and draws attention of many 

researchers.  

A section of  faster algorithms are dividing the 

large images into blocks and processing it [16, 17, 18]. In 

Literature [16], the wrapped phase image is tessellated into 

small blocks. Each block is unwrapped separately by 

minimum discontinuity phase unwrapping algorithm, and 

then the unwrapped blocks are merged together.  

Similarly, a large-scale interferogram is first 

partitioned into small tiles according to a strategy based on 

the residue clustering characteristics [17].Once 

partitioned; each tile will be independently unwrapped by 

minimum-spanning-tree-based PU method either in 

parallel or in series.  

In another literature [18], partitioning the 

wrapped phase map into high quality (HQ) pixels and Low 

Quality Pixels by utilizing the edge pixels on object image 

and processed.   

As phase unwrapping errors are often caused by 

shadows on fringe patterns images and object surface 

discontinuities. Once these areas are identified then these 

areas are unwrapped by highly efficient technique and the 

rest of the image is unwrapped by efficient phase 

unwrapping technique as in [19]. 

There are also some other algorithms which 

achieve faster runtimes by reducing the complexity or 

applying new techniques to the existing algorithms. A new 

and fast algorithm proposed in [20], which does only one-

dimensional searching for SAR Images and therefore 

reduces the complexity significantly of Old Chinese 

remainder theorem (CRT). Similarly, I-PUMA [21] is a 

technique which reduces the runtimes of the PUMA 

algorithm by reducing the complexity of PUMA 

to . In [22], Cache efficient optimization 

techniques are used to achieve faster runtimes than 

PUMA.  

In this literature [23], Total Variation (TV) 

technique is used for prior estimation and graph cut as an 

optimization technique to achieve faster run times than 

MAP-MRF Phase estimation technique. A new 

implementation of the minimum spanning tree (MST) 

phase unwrapping method is presented in [24]. The time 

complexity of the MST method is reduced from  to log  where n is the number of pixels in the phase 

map. For speed up the existing algorithm, new cost 

function is used for Unwrapping [25].   

Another type of algorithms [26]-[28], uses FFT 

technique for unwrapping and achieves faster runtimes. In 

Literature [26], the use of the fast Fourier transform makes 

it possible to have a fast algorithm that is to process an 

image of N pixel in log  elementary operations. In 

another literature [27], the execution time of algorithm is 

equivalent to the computation time required for 

performing eight fast Fourier transforms. In [28], achieves 

faster runtimes by executing the parallel implementation 

of a single-step Fourier-based phase unwrapping algorithm 

on the graphics processing unit (GPU) of a standard 

graphics card.  

In this letter, we analyze the computational 

burden of PUMA –SPA due to additional step of denoising 

and then propose a fast G-PUMA-SPA method which not 

only unwraps phase faster but also smartly eliminate the 

noise by adaptive window. With this method, 

interferogram is firstly unwrapped using the smarter G-

PUMA technique [22] and then do the denoising using the 

Second Polynomial Approximation as mentioned in [15]. 

The significant advantage of the proposed method (G-

PUMA-SPA) is that we can unwrap the phase faster even 

for larger interferogram’s and it consumes less memory 
than the existing PUMA-SPA. So the proposed method is 

more intelligent, faster and can compromise between 

protecting the details and preventing the noise. From the 

experiments in this letter our proposed method achieves 

faster runtimes than other unwrapping methods and gains 

the significant advantage of PUMA-SPA algorithm. 

The remaining of the letter is organized as 

follows. Section II presents the PUMA-SPA algorithm; in 

Section III, we present the G-PUMA-SPA algorithm and 

Section IV presents a set of experiments and the results to 

compare with other algorithms and we conclude this letter 

in Section V. 

 

2. PUMA-SPA:A PHASE UNWRAPPING METHOD  

BASED ON PUMA AND SPA APPROXIMATION 

In general there may be two types of errors in the 

phase map. One type is caused by the noise itself and 

another type of error is caused by the noise plus wrapping 

operation. This second type of errors is called as impulse 

errors.  Noise in Region 1 of Figure-1 is caused due to 

noise only where as noise in Region 2 of Figure-1 is 

caused by impulse error. The impulse errors caused by 

wrapping often have a jump of -2π or π because of the 

wrapping operation. By using the denoising algorithms it 

is easy to remove the other noises than the impulse errors. 

But, Phase unwrapping algorithms can easily remove the 

impulse errors. So it is better to remove the impulse errors 

first and the rest by using denoising algorithm. PUMA-

SPA algorithm suggests this type of approach to reduce 

the errors. In literature [15], it is showed that more noise 

(RMSE) is eliminated by PUMA-SPA algorithm than 

PEARLS, PUMA and WFF-QG-CO-LSF algorithms.   

The approach of PUMA –SPA is to first unwrap 

the phase by PUMA algorithm, later on the unwrapped 

phase is denoised by Second order polynomial algorithm. 

There are two advantages by doing so. The first one is the 

information related to the discontinuities is not erased 
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during the denoising step and another advantage is the 

unwrapping phase reconstructed by PUMA do not have 

the impulse errors.  

Let’s have a closure look at the PUMA-SPA 

Algorithm. Assume that the noisy wrapped phase is 

unwrapped by PUMA and we denote the unwrapped phase 

as ϕ. For all the pixels around ϕ i, j , we use a second-

order polynomial to approximate this area and then the 

pixels are organized in the window w  column wise into a 

vector and denote it as ϕ i, j                         �ℎ , = �ℎΘℎ ,                           (1) 

In the above equation,   A   ∈ ℛ + + ×6 is 

just related to the size of the window and Θ i, j  is the 

parameters of the second-order polynomial at point i, j . 

We can estimate these parameters by 

       Θ̂ℎ , =  Θℎ , +  �ℎ��ℎ − ��� �ℎ� ,             (2) 

 

If we substitute the equation 2 in equation 1 then 

the phase estimate by the second order polynomials are  

 �̂ℎ , =  �ℎΘℎ , + �ℎ �ℎ��ℎ − ��� �ℎ� ,         

 

If the noise is zero mean with variance σ , the 

variance of the estimated phase is as below: σ ϕ̂ i, j = σ A (ATA )− AHT                          (4) 

 The denoised result of pixel , is �̂ℎ , | = , = , then the variance of the denoised result is 

the accordance entity in matrix � �ℎ �ℎ��ℎ − ���  .Thus 

we propose the algorithm to denoised the unwrapped 

phase as follows. 

a) For every window size  h ≤ h a  compute the matrix (ATA )− AHT  andA (ATA )− AHT ; 

b) For every window size h ≤ h a  and every pixel, 

estimate the second-order polynomial parameters by 

(2) and get the denoised result by ϕ̂ i, j | = , = ; 

c) According to the denoised result and the variance, 

select the best window size h+ ,  of every pixel. 

d) Output  ϕ̂ + , i, j | = , =  as the final denoised 

version of pixel i, j  

Adaptive window size 

 For a large window size h, with the denoised 

result�̂ℎ , | = , = , it holds two hypotheses {�  : the 

estimate of denoised result is good; � : the estimate of 

denoised result is bad}. We accept the hypothesis �  for a 

window size ℎ if two conditions are satisfied:  

1) The result is in the interval [�̂ℎ , | = , = −� �ℎ ,�̂ℎ , | = , = + � �ℎ]in which σ  is the standard 

deviation of ϕ̂ i, j | = , = , which we can get from (10).  Γis a parameter which is set to Γ=2;  

2) For all the window sizes   h− < ℎ, the estimate 

result is in the interval of  [ϕ̂ − i, j | = , = −Γσ − ,ϕ̂ − i, j | = , = + Γσ _]. It is equivalent to say the 

denoised result by the window size is not different too 

much from the denoised result get from smaller window 

sizes than it. Then the adaptive window size selection 

method is selecting the largest window size that we can 

accept the hypothesis � . 

 

3. PUMA-SPA:A PHASE UNWRAPPING METHOD  

BASEDON PUMA AND SPA APPROXIMATION 

At a high level, PUMA-SPA is a two-step 

process. As a First step, the noisy wrapped phase is blindly 

unwrapped by the PUMA algorithm and ensures that the 

impulse noise is removed in the unwrapped noise. As a 

second step, the unwrapped noise is further filtered by 

using the second order polynomial algorithm with an 

adaptive varying window. The only disadvantage of 

PUMA-SPA algorithm is it consumes a lot of time and 

memory to unwrap phase of larger images. This often time 

limits the utilization of PUMA-SPA algorithm. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 
 

Figure-1. Example of error types in the phase map image 

in a one dimension case. a) Original unwrapped phase, 

with the multiples of integers k and k + 1; (b) noisy 

unwrapped phase, with two regions interrupt by noise, 

regions marked 1 and 2; (c) wrapped noisy phase; and (d) 

the unwrapping result by adding the true integers time 2π, 
the impulse errors are marked red. 

 In-order to overcome the difficulty and to 

increase the speed of the algorithm, we have to adopt 

either of the below two approaches. 
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a) To reduce the complexity of the PUMA-SPA 

Algorithm 

b) To use the cache efficient techniques while 

calculating the max flow. 

 At this point of time, we have to discuss the 

algorithm I-PUMA [21] which reduces the complexity of 

the PUMA algorithm and achieves the faster runtimes. But 

among the available methods, G-PUMA [22] is the best 

unwrapping method which uses the cache efficient 

techniques to unwrap the phase faster by reducing the 

stress on the memory bandwidth. G-PUMA algorithm 

achieves faster runtimes than I-PUMA, PUMA, 

CUNWRAP methods. When we analysed the PUMA- 

SPA algorithm for improvement, especially the 

optimization part, these below are the issues faced by the 

PUMA-SPA algorithm.  

 

a) During the computation of the max flow algorithm, 

there will be frequent transfer of data between 

memory and CPU .Also constant updates are required, 

which causes heavy stress on the memory bandwidth.  

b) More time consumed while finding the connectivity 

information using pointers on every time.  The 

Pointers are generally used to represent the general 

graphs and it provides the connectivity information. 

These pointers often comprise the majority of the 

graph’s memory footprint, in particular on 64-bit 

CPUs where single pointer occupies eight bytes. 

c) Cache is poorly handled. 

 

 The run times will be very faster if we are able to 

solve the above three issues. In G-PUMA-SPA, we are 

able to solve the above three stated issues where we have 

employed the cache efficient techniques during the 

optimization step of PUMA. In this section, we introduce 

our new, fast and robust unwrapping algorithm “G-

PUMA-SPA”. 

All the above three mentioned issues will play a 

crucial role in finding min cut of large graphs. The first 

issue (stress on memory bandwidth) is resolved by 

employing a compact graph representation with cache-

friendly memory layout that exploits the regular structure 

of grid-like graphs which reduces the stress on the 

memory bandwidth. Secondly (calculation of connectivity 

information), by exploiting prior knowledge of the graph 

structure we can eliminate the need of pointers altogether 

by determining connectivity information on the fly. 

Thirdly, Cache can be efficiently utilized by segregating 

the memory fields as Hot and Cold depending upon their 

accessibility (Structure splitting) and by  dividing the 

given graph into blocks (Blocked array layout).  

Among the available, the best cache efficient 

unwrapping technique is G-PUMA. Like PUMA 

algorithm, G-PUMA algorithm also comprises of two 

steps. In G-PUMA the sequences of steps to unwrap the 

phase for both convex and non-convex will be remain 

same. As a First step, we have to construct the elementary 

graphs by using the energy equations. The main limitation 

of Gridcut optimization technique is hidden in the fact that 

it supports only graphs which has grid-like topology. In 

order to use the same graphs of PUMA on Gridcut, we 

have constructed the full grid by purging the missing Pixel 

interactions from its 1- offset neighbour’s and pad the 
edges with Zeros. Once the elementary graph is 

constructed, the minimization of energy equation with 

respect to δ is now mapped onto a max-flow problem. By 

iterating these two steps of constructing of graphs and 

minimization of graph for ‘k’ iterations we can minimize 
the graph and get the unwrapped phase.  

The unwrapped phase by G-PUMA is denoised 

by the Second order polynomial algorithm as specified in 

the literature [15]. We have also analysed the coding parts 

of PUMA-SPA and we have identified that there are some 

unnecessary calls between various programming parts of 

PUMA-SPA and by properly tunning it we can make the 

algorithm bit faster. As per [29] the run times will be 

faster if we use the optimization techniques while 

compiling the matlab mex’s. So, we have also make use of 
full compiler optimizations technique (/Ox in Visual 

Studio) while compiling the Mex. We have in-cooperated 

all these above mentioned changes and named it as G-

PUMA-SPA.  

From the experiments in Section V, We have 

attained 40-75% faster in run times for both 32-bit and 64-

bit machines. Also our new algorithm consumes less 

memory than PUMA-SPA algorithm of about 20-40% for 

32-bit and 40-60% for 64-bit machines.  

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

The effectiveness of PUMA-SPA algorithm is 

illustrated by conducting several experiments on 

continuous phase surfaces and discontinuous phase 

surfaces. To effectively compare our new algorithms G-

PUMA-SPA with PUMA-SPA, we too conducted 

experiments on the same profiles used by PUMA-SPA. 

Once the phase is unwrapped by G-PUMA, then we use 

the local polynomial SPA as in literature [15]. 

 Specification of computer in experimental is 

processor Intel Core Duo2 Processor, 32-bit, 4 GB RAM, 

500 GB HDD, 2 MB Cache memory and LCD 15”. Image 

Simulations are as below: 

a. Gaussian Continuous Phase Surface 

b. Gaussian Discontinuous phase surface 

c. Interferometric Synthetic aperture Radar 

i. Gaussian continuous phase surface  

Gaussian surface of 220 × 220 with σ = 75 and σ = 50 is generated and then we add the Gaussian noise 

with σ = 0.  to the Gaussian surface. The window size 

set in the window size selection method is 1−10.The 
parameter in the window size selection method is set to 

Γ=2. The wrapped data is shown in Figure-2 (a). The 

unwrapped phase by G-PUMA algorithm is shown in 
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Figure-2(b). The denoised unwrapped phase by G-PUMA-

SPA is as shown in Figure-2(c). The Root mean square 

error (RMSE) of the two methods PUMA-SPA and G-

PUMA-SPA is same whereas advantage of the proposed 

method is the phase is unwrapped quickly. The time taken 

to unwrap the Phase by PUMA is 4.1161 seconds where as 

the time taken by G- PUMA is only 2.6837 seconds. 

PUMA-SPA shows superior performance in removing the 

errors than WFF-QG-CO-LSF and PEARLS methods. 

Similarly the inference we can drawn that G-PUMA 

shows superior performance than these methods as the 

RMSE is same as PUMA-SPA. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(e) 

 

Figure-2. Comparison of denoised and unwrapping 

results. a) Wrapped data b) Unwrapped phase of 

G- PUMA c) Denoised by SPA of G-PUMA image. 

  

ii. Gaussian discontinuous phase surface 

In the second experiment, we consider the 

Gaussian surface with discontinuities. The parameters of 

the Gaussian surface are � = 0 and � = 0 and the 

standard deviation of the noise is �� = 0. . The adaptive 

window size set which we select from is 1−20. Since the 

surface is discontinuous, we use the nonconvex potential 

G-PUMA. The wrapped data is shown in Figure-3(a). The 

unwrapped phase by G-PUMA algorithm is shown in 

Figure-3(b). The denoised unwrapped phase by G-PUMA-

SPA is as shown in Figure-3(c). The time taken to unwrap 

the Phase by PUMA is 4.1161 seconds where as the time 

taken by G-PUMA is only 2.6837 seconds. Another 

advantage of the proposed algorithm is memory 

improvement than PUMA-SPA.  

 

iii. Interferometric synthetic aperture radar  

In this experiment, the original data is the 

interferometric synthetic aperture radar phase map 

distributed by [30].Figure-4(a) is the wrapped phase where 

the presence of noise is clearly visible. Figure-4(b) is the 

estimated phase by G-PUMA algorithm.The unwrapped 

phase by G-PUMA is further denoised by SPA algorithm 

as shown in Figure-4(c). In order to compare the results, 

we have rewrapped the denoised image by G-PUMA as 

shown in Figure-4(d) and it shows great improvement than 

the noisy wrapped phase as shown in 4(a) but still some 

noise is still there. The rewrapped Phase of G-PUMA-SPA 

is shown in Figure-4(e) and it eliminates the rest of noise 

and shows greater robust to noise. The rewrapped phase of 

G-PUMA-SPA is very clear visible in Figure-4(e) where 

4(a) and 4(d) are noisy.The interesting feature of the 

proposed algorithm is the phase is easily and faster 

unwrapped by the G-PUMA algorithm i.e. within 4.91 sec 

whereas the PUMA algorithm unwrapped slowly unwraps 

the phase i.e. 6.61 seconds. Proposed algorithm shows 

greater improvement in runtimes. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

 

 

 

 

Figure-3. Denoised and unwrapping results of the 

Gaussian surface with discontinuity. a) Wrapped Data b) 

Unwrapped phase of G-PUMA c) Denoised phase by SPA 

further. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Even though PUMA-SPA is good at unwrapping the 

phase, but runtimes are affected due to the additional step 

of de-noising. The runtimes can be further reduced by 

utilizing the cache efficient graph cut techniques as an 

optimization technique. In order to reduce the runtimes, 

we have utilized the cache efficient algorithm “G-PUMA“ 

as an unwrapping algorithm  and Second order Polynomial 

approximation as an denoising algorithm.  

 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 
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(c) 
 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

 

Figure-4.Denoised and unwrapping results of the 

interferometric synthetic aperture radar phase. a) Wrapped 

Data b) Unwrapped phase of G-PUMA c) Denoised Phase 

further by SPA of G-PUMA image.(d) Rewrapped 

Solution of G-PUMA (e) Rewrapped solution of G-

PUMA-SPA. 

 

The combination of G-PUMA and Second order 

Polynomial (SPA) shows greater improvement in time, 

memory and also robust to noise than other algorithms. 

We abbreviated this new proposed algorithm as G-PUMA-

SPA. The algorithms showed greater speed of about 10% - 

30% for the same attenuation to noise and a ready. 

alternative to PUMA-SPA. 
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